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ell, that sure is definitive. We’re well as the First Amendment, the U.S. Sureferring to Thursday’s sweeping preme Court won’t take an appeal. But this
4-2 ruling by the Wisconsin Su- ought to be a significant brushback to what
preme Court shutting down
has become the political
a nearly three-year secret
Wisconsin’s
Supreme
left’s nationwide drive to
investigation that tried to
criminalize campaign "coormuzzle conservative groups
Court shuts down
dination."
and cripple Governor Scott
an
illegal
campaign
President Obama’s JusWalker.
tice Department recently
against
conservatives.
These columns first resaid it will "aggressively
ported on the John Doe
pursue" coordination proseprobe, a kind of super-secret
And in May the
grand jury, in November 2013. A month earlier Campaign Legal cutions.
Center and Democracy 21
prosecutors and police had raided the homes asked Justice to appoint
a special counsel to
of five of Mr. Walker’s political allies at dawn, investigate Jeb Bush and his Right to Rise Suand in the following days 29 conservative per PAC on a coordination theory. At least one
groups or individuals were served with sub- of the Wisconsin subpoenas included a depoenas that demanded records on every cor- mand for donor names, which shows prosecuner of their lives.
were inhaling the national liberal animus
As we argued in that editorial and many tors
against
money in politics.
times since, the legal theory that special prosIn Wisconsin coordination is also an obsesecutor Francis Schmitz and Milwaukee Dis- sion of the Government Accountability Board,
trict Attorney John Chisholm used to justify the state’s campaign regulator, which helped
their raids was itself illegal. Wisconsin’s High to drive the John Doe. Wisconsin’s legislature
Court has vindicated our view in a majority should put the board out of business.
opinion that is stirring in its support for free
There should also be a reckoning for the
political speech and association.
prosecutors who abused their power. Two of
"It is utterly clear that the special prosecu- their targets have sued the prosecutors in
tor has employed theories of law that do not state court for violating their free-speech
exist in order to investigate citizens who were rights, but there should also be some profeswholly innocent of any wrongdoing," writes sional review of the kind that disbarred Duke
Justice Michael Gableman. ’2n other words, the lacrosse prosecutor Michael Nifong. Wisconspecial prosecutor was the instigator of a ’per- sin’s 6overnor has the power to remove a disfect storm’ of wrongs that was visited upon the trict attorney for misconduct, a step former
innocent [targets] and those who dared to asso- Governor Tommy Thompson took even for
ciate with them." (See excerpts nearby.)
The opinion eviscerates the attempt to lesser offenses.
criminalize political speech under the theory
The larger victory here is for democracy.
of illegal "coordination." Prosecutors claimed Prosecutors tried to shut down the speech of
that their targets had illegally coordinated their political opponents, but they failed
their independent expenditure campaigns thanks to the willingness of some of those tarwith Mr. Walker’s. But the court ruled that gets to fight back.
prosecutors stretched the definition of the
Particular credit goes to Eric O’Keefe, diwords "political purposes" in Wisconsin cam- rector of the Wisconsin Club for Growth, who
paign law to sweep in constitutionally pro- took a personal risk by breaking the John
tected political speech.
Doe’s gag order to go on the record with us in
In particular, they tried to criminalize "is- 2013 about the subpoenas. His legal challenges
sue advocacy," or advocating on behalf of is- in Wisconsin and in a federal lawsuit, aided by
sues as opposed to specific candidates. The Kansas City law firm Graves Garrett and David
Justices agreed with lower-court judge Greg- Rivkin of BakerHostetler, brought the constiory Peterson that this was an abuse of power tutional issues into public focus.
and ordered an end to "this unconstitutional
"It is fortunate, indeed, for every other citiJohn Doe" probe.
zen of this great State who is interested in the
"The threat to free expression created by protection of fundamental liberties that the
overbroad statutes is that, by potentially special prosecutor chose as his targets innocent
sweeping in constitutionally protected activ- citizens who had both the will and the means
ity, individuals and groups may self-censor out to fight the unlimited resources of an unjust
of fear of vindictive or selective prbsecution,"
Justice Gableman writes.
Justice Gable/nan writes. By the way, liberals prosecution,"
Our own role has been to provide a voice
will try to blame his analysis on Citizens for the principles at stake, as well as for the
United and other recent U.S. Supreme court political targets to fight back when they
rulings. But Justice Gableman’s legal logic couldn’t defend themselves while most in the
holds even under Buckley v. Valeo in 1976.
media were mouthpieces for prosecutors.
Because the rulinz is rooted in ~tzto lm^, .¢

In Wisconsin, ’Theories of Law That DoNot Exist’
received, wide-ranging subpoenas and
search warrants for 29 organizations
and individuals, seeking millions of documents that had been created over a period of several years. Various targets
(collectively "the Unnamed Movants’)
moved the John Doe judge to quash the
subpoenas and search warrants and to
return any property seized by the special prosecutor....
According to the special prosecutor,
The breadth of the documents gaththe purpose of the John Doe investiga- ered pursuant to subpoenas and seized
tion i~ to root out allegedly illegal cam- pursuant to search warrants is amazing.
paign coordination between certain is- Millions of documents, both in digital
sue advocacy groups and a candidate for and paper copy, were subpoenaed and/
elective office. To further the investiga- or seized. Deputies seized business
tion, the special prosecutor sought, and papers, computer equipment, phones,

Excerpts ~rom the July 16 majority
opinion by Justice Michael Gableman in
Two Unnamed Petitioners v. Peterson
and Schmitz, in which the Wisconsin Supreme Court ruled 4-2 against prosecutors pursuing a secret John Doe probe
against conservative groups for violations of carapaign-finance law. A related
editorial appears nearby:
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and other devices, while their targets
were restrained under police supervision and denied the ability to contact
their attorneys. The special prosecutor
obtained virtually every document possessed by the Unnamed Movants relating to every aspect of their lives, both
personal and professional, over a fiveyear span (from 2009 to 2013). Such
documents were subpoenaed and/or
seized without regard to content or relevance to the alleged violations of Ch.
11. As part of this dragnet, the special
prosecutor also had seized wholly irrelevant information, such as retirement
income statements, personal financial
account information, personal letters,
and family photos ....
The special prosecutor alleges that the
Unnamed Movants engaged in illegally
coordinated issue advocacy. However, the
basis for his theory has evolved over the
course of the various legal challenges to
his investigation, and he appears unable
to decide just how the Unnamed Movants
have broken the law.
Today, the special prosecutor alleges
two theories of illegal coordination: (1)
that the coordination between the Unnamed Movants is so extensive that the
supposedly independent groups became
subcommittees for the candidate’s campaign under Wis. Stat. § 11.10(4); and (2)
that the coordinated issue advocacy
amounts to an in-kind contribution under Wis. Admin. Code § GAB 1.20. The
special prosecutor’s theories, if adopted
as law, would require an individual to
surrender his political rights to the government and retain campaign finance
attorneys before discussing salient political issues ....
The lack of clarity in Ch. 11, which the

special prosecutor relies upon, leads us
to the unsettling conclusion that it is
left to government bureaucrats and/or
individual prosecutors to determine how
much coordination between campaign
committees and independent groups is
"too much" coordination. In essence,
under his theory, every candidate, in
every campaign in which an issue
advocacy group participates, would get
their own John Doe proceeding and
their own special prosecutor to determine the extent of any coordination.
This is not, and cannot, be the law in a
democracy....
It is utterly clear that the special
prosecutor has employed theories of law
that do not exist in order to investigate
citizens who were wholly innocent of
any wrongdoing, in other words, the
special prosecutor was the instigator of
a "perfect storm" of wrongs that was
visited upon the innocent Unnamed Morants and those who dared to associate
with them. It is fortunate, indeed, for
every other citizen of this great State
who is interested in the protection of
fundamental liberties that the special
prosecutor chose as his targets innocent
citizens who had both the will and (he
means to fight the unlimited resources
of an unjust prosecution. Further, these
brave individuals played a crudal role in
presenting this court with an opportunity to re-endorse its commitmefit to
upholding the fundamental right of each
and every citizen to engage in lawful political activity and to do so free from the
fear of the tyrannical retribution of arbitrary Or capricious governmental
prosecution. Let one point be clear: our
conclusion today ends this unconstitutional John Doe investigation.

O

The Libby Injustice

ne of George W. Bush’s worst decisions
was failing to pardon Lewis "Scooter" dence to trade, and Mr. Fitzgerald then set out
Libby before he left the White House, to ruin Mr. Libby.
as we and others urged him
It’s also clearer now why Mr. Fitzgerald
to do at the time. That abdi- Bush’s refusal to pardon fought so hard to bar from
cation looks even worse to- the falsely accused aide the trial an expert on the vaday as the chief if reluctant
garies of memory. Such an
prosecution witness against
expert would have testified
looks
even
worse
now.
Mr. Libby, journalist Judith
how often human beings
Miller, says she now believes
wrongly recall the source of
her testimony at trial was wrong.
information. Mr. Libby’s
Peter Berkowitz recounts the story in detail Washington, D.C.,jury was stacked with Demonearby based on Ms. Miller’s revelation in her crats during the height of anti-Iraq war fever,
new book, released this week. She says she but at least one juror might have found reatestified truthftdly, but she now believes based sonable doubt after hearing testimony on the
on information she didn’t know at the time science of memory.
that she was led into a false conclusion about
is..t~at .3udge
Reggie such
Waltona conher notes by special prosecutor Patrick tri~,T~.,e_
outeu to~sh~.,e
me injustice
by barring
witFitzgerald. The perjury case against Mr. Libby ness in the Libby trial. Mr. Fitzgerald’s behavior
was always flimsy, hanging on uncertain mem- is all too typical of today’s prosecutors who
ories from years earlier about noncriminal be- want to make a name for themselves, or are out
havior. But if Ms. Miller’s testimony was false, for a political score. Recall the failure to disclose
then the conviction was an even worse injus- exculpatory evidence in the case against the late
tice than we thought.
Senator Ted Stevens.
Why bring all this up now? Well, it is never
Another lesson is about Presidents and
too late to correct an unjust conviction, and loyalty. Mr. Bush helped make the careers of
Mr. Libby deserves to have his reputation re- men like Mr. Comey, and Deputy Secretary of
stored. The episode also teaches lessons about State Richard Armitage, who nonetheless
the methods of modern prosecutors, as well worked to sabotage his policies on national
as the pitfalls of Washington that the many Re- security or Iraq from inside the Administrapublicans naming for the White House should tion. They became media and Beltway celebrities for it.
want to avoid.
Yet Mr. Bush abandoned Mr. Libby, who was
Rule one should be never to take the media
bait and appoint an unsupervised special pros- a rare White House official f’w, hting for a counecutor. Mr. Bush gave in to the pressure, and ter-insurgency strategy in Iraq as early as
then Attorney General John Ashcroft abdi- 2003-2004. Mr. Bush didn’t adopt that stratcated his duty and recused himself. That left egy until 2007, and only after a policy insurthe choice of prosecutor to Deputy Attorney gency led by General David Petraeus working
6eneral Jim ¢omey (now President Obama’s through former General Jack geane and Mr.
FBI director), who picked Mr. Fitzgerald, his Cheney, who had to overcome Mr. Bush’s closold prosecutorial pal and godfather to one of est advisers such as Secretary of State Condohis children.
leezza Rice.
Mr. Fitzgerald became a Javert who wanted
The least Mr. Bush could have done was not
to get Vice President Dick Cheney for some- leave Mr. Libby behind on the battlefield bething, and he zeroed in on Mr. Libby, the Veep’s fore his Presidency ended. He commuted his
chief of staff, as his vehicle. Ms. Miller reports sentence but refused a Pardon. This betrayal
that Mr. Fitzgerald twice told Mr. Libby’s law- was a failure of presidential character that
yer that he would drop all charges against Mr. stains Mr. Bush’s legacy. The next Republican
Libby’s if the chief of staff turned state’s evi- President should learn from that betrayal. He
dence on Mr. Cheney. Mr. Libby had no evi, should also make amends and pardon Mr.
Libby in his first week in office.
L
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The False Evidence Against Scooter Libby
By Peter Berkowitz
revelation in journalist
Judith Miller’s new memoir,
"The Story: A Reporter’s
Journey," exposes unscrupulous conduct by Special
Counsel Patrick J. Fitzgerald in the
2007 trial of I. Lewis "Scooter" Libby.
Ms. Miller, a former New York
Times reporter, writes that Mr.
Fitzgerald induced her to give what
she now realizes was false testimony.
By withholding critical information
and manipulating her memory as he
prepared her to testify, Ms. Miller
relates, Mr. Fitzgerald "steered" her
"in the wrong direction."
Ms. Miller’s inaccurate testimony
helped Mr. Fitzgerald persuade a
Washington, D.C., jury in 2007 to find
Mr. Libby, former chief of staff to
Vice President Dick Cheney, guilty of
obstruction of justice, making a false
statement and perjury.

A

A key witness says she was
led by Patrick Fitzgerald to
testify falsely. This puts the
case in a whole new light.
Mr. Fitzgerald’s conduct warrants
revisiting not only to set the record
straight about Mr. Libby, but also to
illustrate the damage that can be done
to national security by a special counsel who, discovering no crime, generates through his investigations the
alleged offenses he seeks to prosecute.
According to the conventional view,
in the summer of 2003 Mr. Libby
compromised national security by
unlawfully outing a covert CIA agent.
Mr. Libby’s supposed purpose was to
punish the agent’s husband, who
challenged President George W. Bush’s
assertion in his 2003 State of the
Union address that the British government learned that Iraq had sought to
purchase African uranium. According
to the standard anti-Bush account,
when Mr. Libby became enmeshed in
a federal investigation, he lied to conceal his crime and protect Mr. Cheney.
This account is false in all essential
respects, as Mr. Fitzgerald--since
2012 a partner in the Chicago office
of the Skadden Arps law firm--had
reason as well as an ethical obligation

as an officer of the court, to know.
Scooter Libby did not "out" ¢IA
employee Valerie Plame. That was
done by then-Deputy Secretary of
State Richard Armitage, a critic of the
conduct of the Iraq war. Mr. Armitage
disclosed to columnist Robert Novak
that Ms. Plame, who at the time held
a desk job in the CIA’s Counterproliferation Division, urged the agency to
send her husband, retired Ambassador Joseph C. Wilson, to Africa in
early 2002 to investigate whether
Iraq had sought uranium. Presidential
aide Karl Rove and then-CIA Director
of Public Affairs Bill Harlow confirmed Mr. Armitage’s disclosure for
Novak’s July 14, 2003, column. (Noyak died in 2009.)
Mr. Fitzgerald didn’t charge anyone with leaking Ms. Plame’s identity
or disclosing classified information to
reporters. Prom the moment he took
over the FBI leak investigation in
December 2003, he knew Mr. Armitage was the leaker but declined to
prosecute him, Mr. Rove or Mr.
Harlow because the disclosure of Ms.
Plame’s identity wasn’t a crime and
didn’t compromise national security.
Mr. Fitzgerald nonetheless pressed
on for someone to prosecute,
eventually focusing on Mr. Libby,
whose trial became a contest of
recollections. The excruciatingly
inconsequential question on which
his conviction turned was whether,
as Mr. Libby recalled, he was surprised to hearNBC’s "Meet the
Press" host Tim Russert ask him
about Ms. Plame in a phone call on
July 10 or 11, 2003. In November
2003, Russert (who died in 2008)
told the FBI that he didn’t recall
mentioning Mr. Wilson’s wife to Mr.
Libby, but couldn’t rule it out. By
August 2004 Russert had changed
his story. Under questioning by Mr.
Fitzgerald, he insisted he could not
have mentioned Ms. Plame.
Despite the many reasonable
doubts that Mr. Libby’s lawyers
raised about Russert’s recollection,
Mr. Libby was convicted for what he
said about a phone conversation
during which the prosecutor himself
insisted Ms. Plame was not mentioned.
Although the case centered on conflicting recollections of a four-yearold phone call, Judge Reggie B.
Walton denied the defense request to
present scientific testimony on the
unreliability of memory. Jurors might

Patrick J. Fitzgerald, at the time a Justice Department special counsel, announcing
the indictment of I, Lewis ’Scooter’ Ubby on Oct. 28, 2005, in Washington, D.r,
have welcomed it: During deliberations, according to juror Denis
Collins, they lamented their lack of
expert knowledge. In any event, Mr.
Libby’s and Tim Russert’s differing
memories shouldn’t have mattered
since Mr. Armitage disclosed Ms.
Plame’s CIA employment.
Still, Mr. Fitzgerald--who declined to
respond to written questions for this
article--sought a conviction, and he
went so far as to jail Judith Miller for
85 days to obtain evidence against her
sources, one of whom was Mr. Libby.
Ms. Miller’s new memoir recounts
that after her conditions had been met
and Mr. Fitzgerald asked the court to
release her from jail in September
2005, she was summoned to testify
before the grand jury. While Mr.
Fitzgerald prepared her, she recalls,
his pointed queries led her to believe
that a four-word question regarding
Joseph Wilson surrounded by
parentheses in her notebook--"(wife
works in Burean?)"--proved that Mr.
Libby had told her about Ms. Plame’s
CIA employment in a June 23, 2003,
conversation (well before Mr. Libby’s
phone conversation with Russert). She
so testified at trial in 2007.
Three years later, Ms. Miller
writes, she was reading Ms. Plame’s
book, "Fair Game," and was astonished to learn that while on overseas
assignment for the CIA Ms. Plame
"had worked at the State Department
as cover." This threw "a new light" on
the June 2003 notebook jotting, Ms.

Miller says, since the State Department has "bureaus," while the CIA is
organized into "divisions."
Ms. Miller, who had spoken to
many State Department sources
around the same time she spoke to
Mr. Libby, says in her memoir that she
then realized she must have begun
her conversation with him wondering
whether Mr. Wilson’s wife worked at
the State Department. Ms. Miller also
now understood that ’fir Libby, a
seasoned bureaucrat, had been trying
to plant her employer with me at our
first meeting in June, he would not
have used the word Bureau to
describe where Plame worked."

r. Fitzgerald, who had the
classified file of Ms. Plame’s
service, withheld her State
Department cover from Ms. Miller-and from Mr. Libby’s lawyers, who
had requested Ms. Plame’s employment history. Despite his constitutional and ethical obligation to
provide exculpatory evidence, Mr.
Fitzgerald encouraged Ms. Miller to
misinterpret her ambiguous notes as
showing that Mr. Libby brought up
Ms. Plame.
If Ms. Miller had testified accurately, she would have dealt a severe
blow to Mr. Fitzgerald’s central
contention that Mr. Libby was lying
when he said he was surprised to
hear Russert mention Ms. Plame.
Dismayed that her inaccurate
testimony may have "helped convict

M

an innocent man," Ms. Miller did what
a reporter does: She investigated. She
learned from Mr. Libby’s lawyer,
Joseph Tare, that, as she recounts in
her book, "Fitzgerald had twice
offered to drop all charges against
Libby if his client would ’deliver’
Cheney to him."
Harvard psychology professor
Daniel L. Schacter, author of "The
Seven Sins of Memory" and one of
the nation’s leading memory experts,
told Ms. Miller that "the jury lacked
the information it needed about
memory failure" to assess fairly Mr.
Libby’s statements.
And in a 2013 interview, Mr.
Cheney told Ms. Miller that in the
summer of 2003--as the Plame affair
erupted, criticism of the White
House mounted and post-invasion
Iraq deteriorated--Mr. Libby took
the lead within the Bush administration in arguing for a counterinsurgency strategy. In 2007 Gem
David Petraeus successfully
implemented the surge. It is painful
to contemplate how many American
and Iraqi lives might have been
spared if Mr. Libby, the foremost
champion inside the White House in
2003 of stabilizing Iraq through
counterinsurgency, had not been
sidelined and eventually forced to
resign by Mr. Fitzgerald’s
overwrought investigation and
prosecution.
On Oct. 28, 2005, at the news
conference on the day of Mr. Libby’s
indictment, Mr. Fitzgerald accused
him of harming national security by
throwing sand in federal investigators’ eyes. The allegations against
Mr. Libby were grave, the prosecutor
argued, because ,’the truth is the
engine of our judicial system."
Yet it was Mr. Fitzgerald who
threw sand in the eyes of Ms. Miller
and the American people, and in the
gears of the U.S. legal system. As
special counsel he placed his quest
for a conviction above the search for
truth and the pursuit of justice.
Mr. Berkowitz, a senior fellow at
Stanford University’s Hoover Institution, is the author of "Constitutional
Conservatism: Liberty, Self-Government and Political Moderation" (Hoover Institution Press, 2013). A more
extensive account of the new evidence
in the Libby case and its consequences
can be found on Opinion Journal.com.

Court Says Prosecutors Pr ssure

White-Collar Defendants Unfairly
ties and zxchange Commission who conducts j.uternal investigations for companies facing potential fraud charges.
At issue is a 2003 memorandum that
In a decision that bolsters white-coladvised U.S. attorneys to "scrutinize the
lar defendants facing criminal investi- authenticity of a corporation’s cooperagations, a federal judge ruled the gov- tion" when considering whether to seek
ernment can’t discourage companies criminal charges. Known as the "Thompthat are cooperating with prosecutors
son memo," for former Deputy Attorney
from paying legal bills for indicted em~ General Larry D. Thompson, its author,
the memo stated that prosecutors could
ployees.
The ruling, by a judge overseeing the take a. company’s willingness to advance
KPMG LLP accounting fraud case in a legal fees to employees as a sign of lack
New York federal court, found that fed- of cooperation.
eral prosecutors gain an unfair advanYesterday’s ruling concerned 16
tage and violate the due process of informer KPMG executive who face trial
dicted employees by pressuring compa- later this year for marketing allegedly
nies to refuse to pay employees’ legal fraudulent tax shelters. U.S. District
costs. The decision strikes down a key
Judge Lewis A. Kaplan said they can
lever used by the government in several
challenge the accounting firm’s refusal
recent criminal investigations.
to pay their legal bills-though he deCompanies including KPMG and clined to toss out the criminal and acHealthSouth Corp. have refused to pay counting fraud charges against them.
legal fees for indicted executives after
"KPMG refused to pay because the
being warned that payment would be government held the proverbial gun to
viewed as a sign of non-cooperation, ac- its head," Judge Kaplan wrote in his
cording to lawyers. In March, a federal 83-page decision. "Had that pressure
judge in New Hampshire voiced con- not been brought to bear, KPMG would
cern that Enterasys Networks Inc. a have paid these defendants’ legal exn~.aker of wireless products, was penses."
wro[lgly pressured by the government
The government, which has denied
to cut off funding of legal fees for em- pressuring companies to avoid paying
ployees charged in an alleged fraud.
employee legal fees, is expected to ap"This is a big decision and it affects peal. "We are disappointed" by the deciall the broad assault on white-collar sion, "which we respectfully believe is
crime and accounting fraud," said Wil- unsupported by the factual record and
liam McLucas, a defense lawyer and
Please Turn to Page A12, Column 3
former enforcement chief of the SecuriBy LAURIE P. COHEN
And PAUL DAVIES

Court Sags Prosecutors Pressure White-Collar Defendants Unfairlg
Continued From First Page
the applicable law," said Michael J. Garcia, U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York, which is overseeing
the KPMG prosecution, "The actions of
the government were entirely consistent
with appropriate Department of Justice
policy, and we believe that the prosecutors acted ethically and properly
throughout this case."
The lawyers defending the fired executives argued that the policy puts the
government at an unfair advantage, because the cost of defending a complicated
fraud case such as this one-which so far
has generated at least five million pages
of documents and more than 300 depositions-is enormous. For many defendants, legal fees play a huge role in decisions whether to plead guilty or fight,
lawyers say.
"For once, we’re getting a judge who
realizes how much it costs to defend
someone in a white-collar case and that
something needs to be done to assist
people if there is going to be a presumption of innocence," said Ellen Podgor, a
professor at Stetson University’s law
school.
Judge Kaplan gave the 16 former
KPMG executives two weeks to file civil
suits against the accounting firm to
cover their legal fees. A spokesman for

KPMG, which wasn’t a party to the fee
dispute, said the firm is "reviewing the
opinion."
Until 2003, the payment of legal fees
of indicted executives wasn’t much of
an issue. Congress enacted corporatecrime sentencing guidelines in 1991 that
said companies could get lenient treatment only if they cooperated with investigators. In 1999, the Justice Department advised prosecutors to consider
companies’ willingness to waive attorney-client privilege and "identify the
culprits within the corporation." In 2003,
the Justice Department codified "cooperation" in white-collar cases in the
Thompson memo.
In the fraud case at Enron Corp., the
energy company refused to pay legal
fees for Richard Causey, a former top
accountant. His lawyers have said he
lacked the resources for the legal fees
to defend himself. He pleaded guilty in
December. In that case, former Enron
Chief Executive Jeffrey Skilling built up
a legal bill of more than $40 million in
his unsuccessful defense against fraud
and conspiracy charges, only $17 million of which was picked by Enron’s
insurance.
However, the guideline hasn’t always been invoked. For instance, the
government didn’t challenge the cooper-

ation of Computer Associates in the
fraud case there even though it covered
the legal costs for some employees
charged in the case.
"You’ll see a uniform position now
with careful documentation," predicts
Steven Peikin, a partner at Sullivan &
Cromwell in New York and a former federal prosecutor.
In yesterday’s ruling, Judge Kaplan
said KPMG has had a standard practice
of paying legal fees for employees who
faced charges in connection with work
done on behalf of the firm. But the accounting firm capped payment for the
affected individuals at $400,0000 before
they were indicted, then threatened to
fire anyone who didn’t cooperate with
investigators.
People with knowledge of the case
said KPMG is expected to argue that
its own bylaws don’t require the covering of legal bills-or indemnificationand that any challenge must first be
arbitrated. But Judge Kaplan, anticipating that claim, signaled that he likely
wouldn’t support arbitration in the
case.
If the decision stands, "there’s no
question it will affect future thinking by
companies and the government about
the whole indemnification issue," said
Charles Stillman, an attorney for

KPMG. However, he said, "A company
has a right to make its own decisions
and that the right to indemnification
isn’t constitutional."
KPMG reached a deferred prosecntion agreement with the government on
tax-shelter charges last August, agreeing
to pay $456 million. A trial in the case
against the former KPMG executives is
scheduled for autumn.
Judge Kaplan, himself a former corporate lawyer in Manhattan, took the
prosecutors who testified in his court.room about the fee dispute to task for
denying that the government pressured KPMG not to pay employee legal
fees.
"The government was economical
with the truth in its early responses to
this motion," he wrote. "KPMG’s decision on payment of attorneys’ fees was
influenced by its interaction with the"
U.S. Attorney’s office in Manhattan
"and thus cannot fairly be said to
have been a decision ’made by KPMG
alone,’ as the government represented."
Online Today: WSJ.com subscrib,ers can read highlights of Judge
Kaplan’s raling, along with the
f!~ll text, at WSJ.com/Law.
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The Spitzer-Schneiderman Rule /

O

ne would think by now that disgraced terview notes, but a spokesman says the AG
former Attorney General Eliot Spitzer staff’s presence at the 2005 meeting was apis nobody’s prosecutorial model. But parent during the cross-examination of Mr.
current New York AG Eric
Napier at the failed criminal
Schneiderman, like his preNew York’s AGs
trial. This doesn’t explain
decessor Andrew Cuomo,
why the AG falsely claimed in
sat on potentially
can’t seem to turn the page
a court filing as recently as
on Mr. Spitzer’s era of abuse.
exculpatory
evidence.
this
January that the State of
Now comes word that
New York "has never met
Messrs. Spitzer and Schneior interviewed Napier,
derman sat on potentially exculpatory evi- other than takingwith
deposition in this case."
dence in their civil lawsuit against former AIG Mr. Schneidermanhis
was trying to rebut the arCEO Hank Greenberg.
gument that his office had coached Mr. Napier
Recently we told you that the U.S. Depart- on his testimony. The AG then issued a "cor.ment of Justice had for years avoided disclos- rected version" of his filing last month that acing notes of a March 11, 2005 interview with
Richard Napier, the key witness in New York’s knowledged the 2005 meeting.
This wouldn’t be the first time that a
civillawsuit against Mr. Greenberg. The notes Spitzer
case collapsed after revelations that
highlighted how Mr. Napier’s version of events his office
had withheld key evidence. Recall
evolved over time to be more supportive of the
that
in
2010,
after then-Attorney General
government’s claims.
Cuomo stood behind the Spitzer prosecution
Mr. Napier’s changing story helped doom a of
two Marsh & McLennan employees, their
related criminal prosecution in which Mr.
convictions were vacated by New York Judge
Greenberg was never charged. "Compelling in- James Yates.
consistencies suggest that Napier may well have
Although prosecutors had earlier assured
testified falsely," wrote Chief Judge Dennis Jathe
court that "we don’t want to be accused of
cobs in 2011 for a unanimous three-judge panel hiding
anything," Judge Yates found that the
of the Second Circuit Court of Appeals. But the
AG’s
office
had failed to turn over more than
New York AG’s office should have recognized
this problem years earlier--because its staff at- 700,000 pages of documents, plus deposition
testimony from key witnesses, much of it potended the March 2005 Napier interview.
This was around the time Mr. Spitzer was tentially exculpatory.
As for the Greenberg case, the recently unbullying AIG directors into firing Mr. Green- covered
interview notes highlight the inconsisberg. Was Mr. Spitzer unaware that his key
tencies
in
the testimony of the key prosecution
witness had not delivered the goods against
witness.
Most
of the suit has already fallen
Mr. Greenberg? Or did he not care because he away, so the state
can’t even collect damages
was collecting one of Wall Street’s biggest if it wins. This Spitzer/Schneiderman
producscalps?
tion is a political case to win headlines and
As for Mr. Schneiderman, his office isn’t should be dismissed as a first step toward resaying when he became aware of the Napier in- form of the AG’s office.
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Updated: 01:25 PM EST
Court Rules on Attorney-Client Privilege
By MATT APUZZO, APNEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP) - Public officials should be allowed to have confidential
conversations with government lawyers because privileged communications are in the best interest of the public,
a federal appeals court said.
The decision conflicts with Clinton-era rulings in Washington, D.C., and Arkansas that forced President Clinton’s
attorney to testify before independent counsel Kenneth Starr’s Whitewater grand jury.
Attorneys say the discrepancy sets the stage for a likely appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court, although the Justice
Department has not decided whether to appeal.
"It’s a chance to overturn the wreckage left by Ken Starr," said Lanny J. Davis, former special counsel to
President Clinton.
The case is in the 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, which affects New York, Connecticut and Vermont.
The court issued a sealed ruling in August that Anne George - legal , ~ounsel for Connecticut Gov. John G.
Rowland’s office from 2000 to 2003 - could not be forced to testify a~tinst Rowland before a grand jury
investigating contract steering in his administration.
Rowland had brought the case to the 2nd Circuit, citing attorney-client privilege. He has since pleaded guilty to a
corruption charge and is scheduled to be sentenced this month.
Last week, the judges explained their reasoning in a written opinion.
"It is crucial that government officials, who are expected to uphold and execute the law and who may face criminal
prosecution for failing to do so, be encouraged to seek out and receive fully informed legal advice," Chief Judge
John M. Walker Jr. wrote.
The ruling creates conflicting legal precedent, said attorney Ross Garber, who argued the case on behalf of the
governor’s office.
"It’s clear that if you’re a public official in the 2nd Circuit, there is an attorney-client privilege," Garber said.
"Unfortunately, there is now uncertainty for public officials outside of the circuit."
In California, for instance, Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger’s spokeswoman said legal conversations are considered
privileged but there is no federal case law either way.
The issue is more than just academic, said John W. Dean, former counsel to President Nixon. Chief executives
are more likely to make bad decisions if they can’t have frank conversations with their attorneys, he said.
"In the Nixon administration, we sure screwed up Watergate but we kept a lot of other stuff from really going
astray," Dean said.
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Former WorldCom chief executive Bernard J. Ebbers, left, remains free while he appeals his fraud conviction.

Government Questioned on Ebbers Case
WORLDCOM, From D1

a federal prison in Georgia for
helping direct the $11 billion accounting fraud.
Assistant U.S. Attorney William
F. Johnson countered that Beaumont and the other two executives
"still remain potential defendants"
and that their testimony would not
have cleared Ebbers.
But Johnson squirmed when
U.S. Circuit Judge Jose A. Cabranes asked whether the governmerit had done any new work investigating the three WorldCom
executives since the start of Ebbers’s trial in early 2005. Mter a
long pause -- remarked upon by
the judge -- Johnson said no.
"We’re not actively investigating,’,
he said, but later he added, "There
was certainly no manipulation efforffhere to keep the witnesses
from testifying."
Another member of the threejudge, panel, Barrington D. Parker
Jr.~ i~iso appeared skeptical. It was
"curious," he said, that the inves(igation of Beaumont and the
others "fell into some ,black hole.
Tiler approach could really eviscerate~the case law on unavailability
[oflWitnesses], and the ability to
mu~ipulate could become problemati~:"
Defense lawyers in the Enron
C01"p. trial have raised a similar issue in pretrial motions, arguing
tha(~otential witnesses whose testimony could be helpful to former
chairman Kenneth L. Lay and former chief executive Jeffery K. Skilling should be granted immunity
from prosecution to allow them to
testify without fear.
Weingarten argued that Beaumont’s refusal to testify was particularly crucial because Sullivan had
told .the FBI that he had informed
both Ebbers and Beaumont about
the ~entral fraud in the case -- the
dec,!sion to treat line costs, which
are, Operating expenses, as capital
expenditures.
~3~aumont, meanwhile, told the
FBIthat he did not know about the
fraud. "It’s a short jump from if
[Sullivan] lied about Beaumont’s
kn6wledge to he lied about Ebbeks’s knowledge," Weingarten
said: "On a scale of 1 to 10, that’s
an 11."
The judges also asked both sides
to discuss the fairness of Ebbers’s
25-year sentence, another issue in
the appeal. "There are many vio-

lent criminals who don’t get 25
years in prison," Cabranes observed.
Johnson argued that WorldCorn’s accounting fraud "affected
literally millions of people" who
were left holding worthless shares
when the once high-flying longdistance company filed for bankruptcy protection in 2002. The
company renamed itself MCI Inc.
and was absorbed by Verizon Communications Inc.
Weingarten countered that "it
shocks the conscience" that Ebbers was given 25 years, while SUl-

livan got five years and former
WorldCom controller David F.
Myers (another government witness) received a one-year sentence.
The court did not indicate when
it would issue its ruling.
Federal prosecutors declined to
comment after the brief hearing,
and Ebbers, 64, said he was under
strict orders from his lawyers not
to talk about the case. Weingarten,
though, was upbeat. "Somewhere
along the line, justice is going to be
done in this case, and I hope it’s
here,’! he said. "We’re optimistic
and we have great issues."

Enron Defense Chips Away at a Witness’s Motives
By ALEXEI BARRIONUEVO
HOUSTON, Feb. 23 -- A lead defense lawyer in the fraud trial of two
former Enron executives tried on
Thursday to portray the government’s most effective witness so far
as a greedy manager with a selective
memory who had been carefully
scripted by prosecutors.
In cross-examination, the defense
lawyer, Daniel Petrocelli, elicited
testimony from the witness, Panla H.
Rieker, that she had made millions of
dollars at Enron and refused to leave
the company even when she felt she
was witnessing potentially criminal
activity among top managers. And
she conceded that while she witnessed acts involving top managers
that she viewed as wrong, she did not
consider them crimes.
"I was not making conscious judgments of illegal versus legal at the
time, but I observed events that I
thought were wrong." she said.
Ms. Rieker, 51, a former investor
relations manager and corporate
secretary at Enron, had earlier delivered the clearest evidence yet
linking the two former executives,
Kenneth L. Lay and Jeffrey K. Skilling, to intentionally misleading investors and employees about the financial condition of Enron, which
collapsed into bankruptcy proceedings in December 2001.
A 14-year Enron employee, Ms.
Rieker displayed composure and resolve in parrying questions by Bruce
Collins, a lawyer for Mr. Lay. She
often shrugged off attempts by Mr.
Collins to stop her from answering
questions more completely.
But pitted against Mr. Petrocelli, a
civil lawyer from Los Angeles known
for winning the wrongful death suit
against former football star O.J.
Simpson, she often appeared tense
and agitated. The sparks flew early.
After taking over for Mr. Collins, Mr.
Petrocelli paced around Ms. Rieker
and just minutes into the questioning, she asked him to step away. "I
am sorry if I got too close," Mr. Petrocelli said.
Under cross-examination, Ms.
Rieker testified she had earned $5
million combined in 2000 and 2001
and accepted a confidential bonus of

$300,000 just three days before Enron
declared bankruptcy, a bonus that
required her to stay at the company
for only three more months.
Ms. Rieker is one of 16 former
Enron employees who have pleaded
guilty in the case and are cooperating with prosecutors.
She said in her testimony on
Thursday that at times she felt
brainwashed by other managers
pushing her to package the corporate
message to the investor community.
Ms. Rieker acknowledged that when
she sat in on conference calls, she
failed on most occasions to challenge
the executives or to provide the correct information even when Mr.
Skilling and Mr. Lay withheld information or simply lied about
Enron’s financial results.
"Why did you stay at Enron if you
had this uneasy feeling?" Mr. Petrocelli asked.
"I was very well compensated,"
she said. "I didn’t have the nerve to
quit."
Ms. Rieker acknowledged that the
kind of corporate puffery that Mr.
Skilling and Mr. Lay engaged in as
chief executives was not illegal, and
was part of Ms. Rieker’s job as an investor relations executive. He suggested there was "nothing wrong"
with "trying to maximize the impact" on the stock price. "Not if you
do it properly," she replied.
Ms. Rieker conceded that Mr.
Skilling never ordered her to delete a
sentence in an earnings release in
July 2000 explaining that all of the
$152 million in revenue in the broadband unit for that quarter was from
sales of parts of Enron’s unused network, known as dark fiber. Instead,
she said on Thursday, he had her
modify the sentence to add that
Enron had sold the fiber "to balance
capacity in key regions," which Mr.
Skilling viewed as a justifiable "business purpose" for such sales.
Ms. Rieker explained that she and
her boss at investor relations, Mark
E. Koenig, did not say anything because they were both stunned that
Mr. Skilling said twice during a conference call on July 24 that only onethird of revenues came from dark fiber sales when he knew all revenue

Pat Sullivan/Associated Press

Jeffrey K. Skilling, right, a former Enron chief accused of fraud, walked
to the courthouse with his lawyer, Daniel Petrocelli.
came from that sale. Ms. Rieker appeared to come closest to losing her
composure at the end of Mr. Petrocelli’s cross-examination when he
raised the issue of her guilty plea to
one count of insider trading. Mr. Petrocelli suggested that, in collusion
with prosecutors, Ms. Rieker had selected a day where the change.in
Enron’s stock price lessened the financial consequence to her, potentially minimizing her punishment.
"You are settmg this up so that you
are not really pleading guilty to anything?" he asked.
"That is absolutely not true," Ms.
Rieker testily replied.

In final questioning by the prosecutor, John Hueston, she said she
doubted that Arthur Andersen,
Enron’s outside accounting firm, had
blessed the shift of more than $600
million in losses from the retail energy unit to the wholesale unit.
And when asked by Mr. Hueston
why she didn’t "get up and wave her
arms" during a conference call to
alert Mr. Skilling that he was incorrectly informing analysts about the
dark fiber sales, she calmly responded that she "was afraid of his reaction" because "his prior reactions
had conditioned me that he didn’t
want to be corrected."

Z 9The Courtroom Showdown,
Played as Greek Tragedy
By ALEXEI BARRIONUEVO
HOUSTON
Y some twisted bit of fate, the office of the lawyer representing
Andrew S. Fastow is inthe same
building, across from the federal
courthouse here, as the office of
Daniel Petroceili. the lead lawyer representing the former Enron chief Jeffrey K~
Skflling.
On Wednesday morning, Mr. Skilling
and Mr. Petrocelli headed down the elevator to another day of testimony by Mr.
Fastow against his old bosses, Mr. Skiliing
and Kenneth L. Lay, Enron’s founder. The
elevator stopped one floor below. The

Andrew Fastow accuses
his ex, bosses, and details
his Crimes and betrayals.
doors opened. There was Mr. Fastow, with
his lawyer anda small entourage. He started to move into the elevator before raising
his head and seeing Mr. Skililng. He stepped
back. The doors closed and the elevator was
gone.~ _ "
ItWas another in a series of averted
glances and painad expressions between the
two men whose careers at Enron once were
so intertwined. Like characters in the movie
"Crash," Mr. Skiliing and Mr. Fastow have
careened in and out of each other’s lives for
perhaps the last time. Mr. Fastow, Enren’s
former chief financial officer, took the
stand this past week like a man on a mission -- to tell the truth, perhaps, but more
certainly to seek repentance. "I have
asked my family, my friends, and my community for forgiveness," Mr. Fastow said
under cross-examination by Mr. Petrocelli. "I’ve agreed to pay a terrible penalty
for it. It’s an awful thing that I did, and it’s
shameful. But I wasn’t, thinking that at the
time."
But this has also been a chance for Mr.
Fastow, whether he thinks he has a choice
or not, to drive the final daggers into the
backs of the men who made his career. He
has pleaded guilty to conspiracy, admitring to orchestrating myriad schemes to
hide Enron debt and inflate profit while enriching himself with millions: he will
spend 10 years in prison in exchange for
helping the governmem.
Whether or not the 12-member iury ultimately convicts Mr. Skilling and Mr. Lay
for conspiring to defraud Enron, there is
little question that Mr. Fastow betrayed
them when he decided to use Enron as a
platform from which to launch his own
criminal enterprise, which reaped him
more than $24 million.
The drama unfolding on the witness
stand in Houston includes all the elements
of tragedy, with tales spun of spousal lies,
family betrayals and. shattered friendships. It is the ultimate evidence that, de~
spite the breadth and significance that
seems to attach to corporate scandals, in

the end they are uniquely human tales, ones
that rest on the foibles and follies of individuals.
"This is a small communiW where the
knives are out," said Stephen Meagher, a
former federal prosecutor who specializes
in corporate fraud cases. "With Fastow,
here is a guy who has been close, personally
and professionally, to virtually everyone
wrapped up in this tale. and he has turned on
everyone, in~luding his own wife. If that is
not a Greek tragedy, 1 don’t know what the
Greeks were writing about."
The courtroom drama has produced some
new revelations in the amply documented
Enron disaster. But Mr. Fastow’s testimony
has been notable not necessarily for its substance, but for the bleeding emotions on display, as defense lawyers accused him of betraying family and friends to protect himself. From the moment he joined Enron, Mr.
Fastow viewed Mr. Skilling as his mentor,
and Mr. Skilling saw the young banker as his
acolyte. Recruited by Mr. Skiliing, Mr. Fastow affixed his compass to his boss, who had
risen quickly at Enron to become president,
and for a frenzied six months before he re~
signed, chief executive.
Many inside Enron saw Mr. Fastow, now
44, as eager to please his mentor at every
turn. He went along on Mr. Skflling’s testosterone-fueled trips to Baja, where some top
company male executives rode motorcycles
over 1,000 miles of dirt roads, and to Australia’s Outback.
Many in the company tong thought that
Mr. Fastow had named his son Jeffrey alter
Mr. Skiiling. And Mr. Fastow readily volunteered last week that in the money-making
entities he created he saw a chance to not
only be a ’°nero" to Enron but also to curry
favor with his boss.
After Mr. Fastow flamed out as the head
of Enron’s new retail energy unit, he testified last week, he was worried Mr. Skilling
would fire him, Instead, Mr. Skiiling gave
him another chance, moving him back to the
finance department.
By the time in 1998 when Mr. Skilling
tapped him to be chief financial officer, Mr.
Fastow had already begun his crime spree,

The/inal twist of the
dagger in the Enron
debacle.
he testified. In late 1999, Mr. Fastow saw the
opportunity to use a newly formed limited
partnership called LJM that both Mr. Skilling and the board had allowed him to head
up, to help Enron meet its earnings. And he
also saw it was a way to make money for
himself by serving a dual role of Enron executive and LJM’s general panner.
Later he worked with Michael Kopper, an
Enron vice president, to cook up illicit
schemes to profit even more from deals. At
one point, Mr. Fastow invglved his wife, Lea,

who had also worked at Enron. In a kickbadk deal, Mr. Kopper received a loa~, then,
with his gay panner, returned the money in
the form of "gift" checks to Mr. Fastow, his
wife and their small children.
Mr. Fastow admitted last week that he
misled his wife into thinking that the checks
were in fact gifts, which she recorded as
such on their tax return. He looked do~vn as
the checks, made out to his wife and sons,
were displayed on a giant screen.
"I did discuss it with Lea," he said, his
voice cracking, "I led her to believe that."
His wife served a one-year sentence for
the ruse, after Mr. Fastow, in negotiating
his plea deal with prosecutors, left her
gally exposed.
Mr. Petrocelli, Mr. Skilling’s lawyer, suggested last week that when the Enron story
is written in the history books, Mr. Fastow
wants to ensure that he alone does not inhabit ~he bad guy role. "No, sir," Mr. F,astow
replied. "It’s not relevant to me whether Mr.
Skilling or Mr. Lay or anyone alse’s name is
on {hat page. I know what I’.ve dane.’~
In the end, Mr. Fastow and Mr. Skilling,
the two men who had once propelled, each
other -- and Enron -- to undreamed of.
heights, have crashed into each other. But
unlike a certain Oscar-winning movie of the
same name, in this case they have lost all
humar~ connection.
"He didn’t look me in the eye," Mr. Skilling said while walking out of the courtroom
Thursday aftei’noon, after Mr. Fastow’s
third day on the ~tand. "Not one time."
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The U.S. government on Tuesday tried to salvage much of what
was once billed as the largest criminal-tax prosecution in U.S.
history.
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In a two-hour heating before the Second Circuit Court of Appeals in {
Manhattan, lawyers for the government denied coercing accounting firm KPMG LLP into
refusing to pay legal costs for 13 former employees charged with selling and marketing illegal tax
shelters.
Last year, U.S. District Judge Lewis A. Kaplan dismissed indictments against the defendants after
concluding the government violated their constitutional rights to counsel and due process by
trying to limit their ability to hire the defense lawyers of their choosing.
Karl Metzner, the prosecutor who argued the appeal for the government, told the three-judge
panel Tuesday that even if prosecutors did err, the violations were remedied because the
government eventually made clear to KPMG that it wouldn’t be penalized for advancing legal
fees, which can amount to tens of millions of dollars per person for complex white-collar cases.
Mr. Metzner added that Judge Kaplan’s dismissal was a "dangerous" suggestion that a defendant
"can’t get a fair trial unless someone else pays their fees."
In 2005, shortly before a grand jury indicted 19 individuals in the case, KPMG entered into an
agreement in which it agreed to criminal wrongdoing without being charged and agreed to pay
$456 million to settle the matter.
After Judge Kaplan’s ruling last July that the defendants’ Fifth and Sixth Amendment rights had
been violated, the Justice Department revised a policy document that had called for prosecutors,
when deciding whether to indict an entire company, to consider that company’s willingness to stop
paying legal fees for executives under investigation as a sign of cooperation.
Mr. Metzner said that policy, known as the Thompson memorandum, was meant to discourage
companies from "protecting culpable employees by, among other things, advancing their legal
fees." He then added that, in general, "The government has no legitimate interest in impairing the
quality or quantity of a defense." At the hearing Tuesday, Dennis G. Jacobs, chief judge of the
circuit court, questioned whether the government could truly "reconcile those two positions."
Arguing for the defense, Seth P. Waxman, a former U.S. solicitor general, and John S. Martin, a
2
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former U.S. district judge in Manhattan, said KPMG wanted to pay the defendants’ legal fees but
were pressured by the government to alter their longstanding policy of supporting current and
former employees charged with crimes committed while at the firm. "I do have a right to have the
government not interfere with someone else who will pay my legal fees," Mr. Martin said during
the appeal.
Mr. Metzner, a deputy of the criminal division in the U.S. attorney’s office in Manhattan,
countered that in the end KPMG decided independently "to divorce itself from employees who
had put the corporation in an untenable situation."
Write to Amir Efrati at amlr.etrat~.((~wsj.com
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FBI Agents Raid Work, Home
Of Special Counsel’s Bloch
By JOHN R. WILKE
May 6. 2008 l:29 p.m.

WASHINGTON -- Federal Bureau of Investigation agents raided
the Office of Special Counsel here, seizing computers and
documents belonging to the agency chief Scott Bloch and staff.
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More than a dozen FBI agents served grand jury subpoenas shortly
after 10 a.m., shutting down the agency’s computer network and searching its offices, as well as
Mr. Bloch’s home. Employees said the searches appeared focused on alleged obstruction of justice
by Mr. Bloch during the course of an 2006 inquiry into his conduct in office.
The independent agency, created by Congress in the wake of the
Watergate scandal, is charged with protecting federal employees and
deciding whether their complaints merit full-scale investigation -- a first
line of defense against fraud and mismanagement in government. It also
enforces a ban on U.S. employees engaging in partisan political activity.
The Wall Street Journal reported last year that Mr. Bloch had used "Geeks
on Call," an outside computer-service firm, to erase his computer and
those of two former staff members in December 2006. (See related
article. 1)
Mr. Bloch’s agency is typically involved in sensitive investigations of
alleged government wrongdoing. Before the departure of White House
political director Karl Rove, Mr. Bloch’s staff was looking into whether he or other White House
officials improperly used federal agencies to help re-elect Republicans in 2006.
Scott J. Bloch

At the same time, Mr. Bloch has been under investigation himself since 2005. At the direction of
the White House, the federal Office of Personnel Management’s inspector general is looking into
claims that Mr. Bloch abused his investigative authority, improperly retaliated against employees
or dismissed whistleblower cases without adequate examination.
The computer erasures became part of that investigation and are one of the reasons behind today’s
raid, employees said. Investigators were trying to determine whether the deletions were improper
or part of a cover-up, the Journal article reported.
Bypassing his agency’s computer technicians, Mr. Bloch phoned 1-800-905-GEEKS, the mobile
PC-help service. It dispatched a technician in one of its signature PT Cruiser wagons. In the
Journal story, Mr. Bloch confirmed that he contacted Geeks on Call but said he was trying to
http ://online.wsj. com/article~rint/SB 121009238217171025.html
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eradicate a virus that had seized control of his computer. He said the erasures didn’t delete any
files related to the inquiry.
Mr. Bloch was in the office this morning during the raid but couldn’t be reached for comment. The
search was still under way early this afternoon, witnesses said.
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Head of Rove Inquiryin Hot Seat Himself
Bloch Used Private Company,
Geeks on Call, to Delete Files
On His Office Computer
By JOHN R. WILKE
November 28, 2007

WASHINGTON -- The head of the federal agency investigating
Karl Rove’s White House political operation is facing allegations
that he improperly deleted computer files during another probe,
using a private computer-help company, Geeks on Call.
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Scott Bloch runs the Office of Special Counsel, an agency charged with protecting government
whistleblowers and enforcing a ban on federal employees engaging in partisan political activity.
Mr. Bloch’s agency is looking into whether Mr. Rove and other White House officials used
government agencies to help re-elect Republicans in 2006.
At the same time, Mr. Bloch has himself been under investigation since 2005. At the direction of
the White House, the federal Office of Personnel Management’s inspector general is looking into
claims that Mr. Bloch improperly retaliated against employees and dismissed whistleblower cases
without adequate examination.
Recently, investigators learned that Mr. Bloch erased all the files on his
office personal computer late last year. They are now trying to determine
whether the deletions were improper or part of a cover-up, lawyers close
to the case said.
Bypassing his agency’s computer technicians, Mr. Bloch phoned 1-800905-GEEKS for Geeks on Call, the mobile PC-help service. It dispatched
a technician in one of its signature PT Cruiser wagons. In an interview, the
49-year-old former labor-law litigator from Lawrence, Kan., confirmed
that he contacted Geeks on Call but said he was trying to eradicate a virus
that had seized control of his computer.
Scott J. Bloch

Mr. Bloch said no documents relevant to any investigation were affected.
He also says the employee claims against him are unwarranted. Mr. Bloch believes the White
House may have a conflict of interest in pressing the inquiry into his conduct while his office
investigates the White House political operation. Concerned about possible damage to his
reputation, he cites a Washington saying, "You’re innocent until investigated."
Clay Johnson, the White House official overseeing the Office of Personnel Management’s inquiry
into Mr. Bloch, declined to comment. Depending on circumstances, erasing files or destroying
http://online.wsj.corn/article_print/SB 119621772122306160.html
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evidence in a federal investigation can be considered obstruction of justice.
Mr. Bloch had his computer’s hard disk completely cleansed using a "seven-level" wipe: a
thorough scrubbing that conforms to Defense Department data-security standards. The process
makes it nearly impossible for forensics experts to restore the data later. He also directed Geeks
on Call to erase laptop computers that had been used by his two top political deputies, who had
recently left the agency.
Geeks on Call visited Mr. Bloch’s government office in a
nondescript office building on M Street in Washington
twice, on Dec. 18 and Dec. 21, 2006, according to a receipt
reviewed by The Wall Street Journal. The total charge was
$1,149, paid with an agency credit card, the receipt shows.
The receipt says a seven-level wipe was performed but
doesn’t mention any computer virus.

Blowing the Whistle
m 2001-2003: Scott Bloch works at the
Justice Department’s Task Force for
Faith-Based & Community initiatives

[] June 26, 2~3: Nominated to head
Office of Special Counse! by
President Bush
October 2005: White Hou~ assigns
JeffPhelps, who runs Washington’s Geeks on Call franchise, inspector general to probe claims
against Mr. ~loch of mismanagement
declined to talk about specific clients, but said calls placed
and whistieblower retaliation
directly by government officials are unusual. He also said
erasing a drive is an unusual virus treatment. "We don’t do a[] November 2006: Mr. Bloch opens
first inquiry into activities of Karl
seven-level wipe for a virus," he said.
Rove and h~s deputies
[] February 2007: Mr. 81och’s office
Mr. Bloch was a loyal member of the Bush administration,
starts probing agen(ies wh~ro Rove
serving in the Justice Department’s office of faith-based
deputies spoke in 2006. Question is
programs, when the president named him to head the Office
whether officials violated law
barring use of federal resources Lo
of Special Counsel in 2003. Unlike many administration
back candidates.
appointees, Mr. Bloch doesn’t serve at the pleasure of the

president. He has a fixed five-year term and may be
removed only for malfeasance. That is supposed to ensure his agency has the independence to
pursue any probe.
Mr. Bloch’s investigation of the White House political operation began after a Rove deputy gave a
series of political presentations to government agencies on Republican prospects in specific
congressional races. Mr. Bloch’s office wants to know whether such presentations violated the
Hatch Act, a law forbidding the use of federal resources to back candidates for office.
The Office of Special Counsel has set up a task force of lawyers and investigators, led by Mr.
Bloch’s deputy, James Byrne, to determine which agencies got political briefings from the White
House. The agency plans to interview officials at more than 20 agencies and is examining White
House emails and documents.
In one email, sent by the U.S. drug-control office and disclosed this summer, an official quotes
Mr. Rove as being pleased that officials at the Commerce, Transportation and Agriculture
departments went "above and beyond" the call of duty in arranging appearances by cabinet
members at Republican campaign events.
Mr. Rove has resigned from the White House and is no longer under jurisdiction of the Office of
Special Counsel. His attorney, Robert Luskin, declined to comment.
The special counsel’s probe has already found one alleged violation, at the General Services
http://online.wsj.com/article_print!SB 119621772122306160.html
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Administration, where Rove deputies gave a presentation on Jan. 26. At the end of the
presentation, according to a report by Mr. Bloch’s office on the incident, GSA Administrator
Lurita Doan asked, "How can we help our candidates?" Twenty participants in the meeting
recalled substantially the same words, the report said.
In a letter to President Bush, Mr. Bloch urged that Ms. Doan "be disciplined to the fullest extent
for her serious violation of the Hatch Act" and for failing to cooperate "fully and honestly" with
the probe. The White House hasn’t acted on Mr. Bloch’s request. In a response, Ms. Doan said the
investigation was "far off the mark." Her lawyer urged the White House to ignore Mr. Bloch’s
findings, citing a "clear lack of objectivity and impartiality."
Now, Mr. Bloch is facing claims that he too isn’t cooperating with investigators. Agents working
for the inspector general of the Office of Personnel Management are seeking his emails and a
copy of an encrypted flash drive he bought from the Geek service.
"I have nothing to hide and I’ve cooperated with all legitimate requests," Mr. Bloch said.
Write to John R. Wilke at john.wilke@wsj.com1
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)r something
that. With
studied opacity, Mr.,
Bernanke is wel on his way to joining the central banker hall of fame.
On the other hand, we also heard his speech
and think Mr. Bernanke did make news on fiscal policy. One of the evening’s questioners, Columbia Business School Dean (and Journal contributor) Glenn Hubbard, pointed out that Mr.
Bernanke’s recent criticism of budget deficits
had received wide attention. Mr. Hubbard
wanted to know if the Fed chief believes it .matters to economic growth how deficits are low-

*true. But we thinl~ we
saying as clearly as any
every will that policy makers
need to appreciate there is a cost in lower economic growth and efficiency from higher
taxes. This isn’t a message that goes down well
with a financial press that largely agrees with
Robert Rubin that tax increases are urgently
needed. But we thought it was a useful warning
from a new Fed chairman who may be around
for a while, and that our readers might even
like to know about it.

Quattrone’s Intent
"~’~ ~" don t know whether former invest- should be worded. The defense argues for an in~/~] ment banker Frank Quattrone is struction that would require the jury to find
v v guiltyofobstructionofjusticeandwit- knowledge of fraud, rather than merely deliberhess tampering for forwarding an email urging ate ignorance or a belief that the men at the top
employees to "clean up" their files after learn- should have known what was going on around
ing of a government investigation into IPO allo- them. WorldCom’s Bernie Ebbers is also appealcations at his firm. But we do know that, in our ing his conviction on the basis that the jury insystem of justice, guilt is tied to intent. Lawyers structions were improper. In his case, the jury
call that mens tea, or, literally, a guilty mind.
was told that it was sufficient to find that he delibThat was the critical point on which a fed- erately avoided learning about the fraud that took
eral appeals court overturned Mr. Quattrone’s place on his watch.
conviction Monday. The Second Circuit Court of
Ultimately, guilt or innocence in these and
Appeals found that the trial judge erred in tell- other corporate-crime cases is for juries to deing the jury that it was enough to find that Mr. cide. But they can only do that job in conformity
Quattrone’s actions had the effect of impeding with the pursuit of justice if they are given apthe investigation. To criminally obstruct jus- propriate guidance from the court about where
tice, the unanimous three-judge panel ruled, a to draw the line on criminal behavior. In the
defendant must be aware that his actions are rush to judgment in the post-bubble, post-Enron
likely to impede a specific investigation. The days, that line was not always clearly drawn.
opinion cited the Arthur Andersen case, in
As for Mr. Quattrone, he’s not out of the
which the Supreme Court likewise ruled that
the jury instructions had set the bar too low by woods. The appeals court took pains to note that
a rational jury might have found him guilty unleaving out the question of intent.
der the proper standard, and federal prosecuMonday’s ruling will no doubt be noted in tors must now decide whether to re-try him. His
Houston, where the prosecution is wrapping up first trial ended up as a hung jury, and now his
its case against former Enron CE0s Kenneth conviction in trial two has been thrown out. Our
Lay and Jeffrey Skilling. The legal teams are al- own view is that after two strikes maybe the
ready jockeying over how the jury instructions prosecution should be out.
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OPINION

Spitzer’s Media Enablers
By Kimberley A. Strassel
he fall of New York Gov. Etiot Spltzer
holds many lessons, and the press will
surely be examining them in coming
months. Bnt don’t expect the media to
delve into the bluest lesson of all--its
o~ role as his enabler.
Journalists have spent the past two days asking how ~ ~tan of Mr. Spitzer’s stature would allow h~seffto get involved in a prostitution ring~
The answer, in my mind, is clear. The former New
York attorney general never believed normal
rules applied to him, and his view was validated
time and again by an adoring press. "You play
hard, you play rough, and hopefully you don’t get
caught," said Mr. Spitzer two years ago. He never
did get caught, because most reporters were his
accomplices.

T

Many reporters built
careers on the prosecutor’s
leaks intended to bully
innocent people.
Journalism has m~ny functions, but perhaps the most important is keeping tabs on
public officials. That duty is even more vital
concerning government positions that are subject to few other checks and balances. Chief
among those is the prosecutor, who can use his
awesome state power to punish, even destroy,
private citizens.
Yet from the start, the press corps acted as an
adjunct of Spitzer power, rather than a skeptic of
it. Many journalists get into this business because they want to see wrongs righted. Mr.
SpitZer portrayed himself as the moral avenger.
He was the slayer of the big guy, the fat cat, the
Wall Street titan--all allegedly on behalf of the little guy. The press ate it up, and came back for
more.
Time magazine bestowed upon Mr. Spitzer

the title "Crusader of the Year," and likened him
to Moses. Fortune dubbed him the "Enforcer." A
fawning article in the Atlantic Monthly in 2004
explained he was "a rock star," and "the Democratic Party’s future." In an uncritical 2006 biography, then Washington Post reporter Brooke
Masters compared the attorney general to no
less than Teddy Roosevelt.
What the media never acknowledged is that
somewhere along the line (say, his first day in
public office) Mr. Spitzer became the big guy,
the titan. He had the power to trample lives and
bend the rules, while also burnishing his own political fortune. He was the one who deserved as
much, if not more, scrutiny as onetime New York
Stock Exchange chief Dick Grasso or former
American International Group CEO Maurice
"Hank" Greenberg.
What makes this more embarrassing for
any self-respecting journalist is that Mr.
Spitzer knew all this, and played the media like
a Stradivarius. He knew what sort of storyline
they’d be sympathetic to, and spun it. He knew,
too, that as financial journalism has become
more competitive, breaking news can make a
career. He doled out scoops to favored reporters, who repaid him with allegiance. News organizations that dared to criticize him were
cut off. After a time, few criticized anymore.
Instead, reporters felt obligated to run with
whatever he handed them. Consider the report
in the wake of a 2005 op-ed in this newspaper
by John Whitehead. A respected Wall Street figure, Mr. Whitehead dared to criticize Mr.
Spitzer for his unscrupulously zealous pursuit
of Mr. Greenberg. Mr. Spitzer later threatened
Mr. Whitehead, telling him in a phone call that
"You will pay the price. This is only the beginning and you will pay dearly for what you have
done." Some months later, after more Spitzer
excesses, Mr. Whitehead had the temerity to
write another op-ed describing what Mr.
Spitzer had said.
Within a few days, the press.was reporting
(unsourced, of course) that Mr. Whitehead had
defended Mr. Greenberg a few weeks after a
Greenberg charity had given $25 million to the

Eliot the ’Enforcer’
By John Fund

A

s the political career of Eliot Spitzer melts
down, many will lament that what thegov!.~ernor on Monday called his "progressive
politics" fell victim to his personal foibles. If
only he hadn’t made mistakes in his private life,
they will moan, New York could have been redeemed from its squalid, special-interest dominated stagnation.
That’s nonsense. More is at issue here than a
mere private mistake. The governor’s frequent
use of a prostitution ring was of public concern-because, notes Henry Stern, head of the watch-

1994 campaign for attorney general from his
wealthy father.
Such chicanery wasn’t an auspicious launching pad for his own investigations of corporate
misbehavior. He certainly did expose some malfeasance and shady dealing. But historian Fred
Siegel notes that he quickly moved on to "less
and less substantial" and appropriate targets
in search of headlines. And he used New York’s
Martin Act, a uniquely harsh law allowing prosecutors to declare almost anything a "fraud,"
and no requirement on their part to prove criminal intent, to trample the due-process rights
of anyone blocking his path to the TV cameras.
~nrnnnniae nlmo~t nh^rnxr~ ngropd tn Mr_

World Trade Center Memorial Foundation--a
group Mr. Whitehead chaired. So Mr. Whitehead’s on-the-record views were met with an
unsourced smear implying bad faith. The press
ran with it anyway.
In 2005, Mr. Spitzer went on national
television to suggest that Mr. Greenberg had engaged in criminal activity.
It was front-page news. About six
months later, on the eve of a
Thanksgiving weekend, Mr.
Spitzer quietly disclosed that
he lacked the evidence to
press criminal charges. That
news was buried inside the
papers.
What makes this his- ’
tory all the more unfortunate is that the warning
signs about Mr. Spitzer
were many and manifest. In the final days of
Mr. Spitzer’s run for attorney general in
1998, the news broke
~
that he’d twisted
campaign-finance
laws so that his father could fund
his unsuccessful
1994 run. Mr.
Spitzer won anyway, and the
story was
largely forgotten.
New York
Stock Exchange caretaker CEO John Reed suggested Mr. Spitzer hadn’t
told the truth when he said
that it was Mr. Reed who
wanted him to investigate
Mr. 6rasso’s pay. The press
never investigated.
Mr. Spitzer’s main offense as
a prosecutor is that he violated
the basic rules of fairness and due
process: Innocent until proven
guilty; the right to your day in court.
The Spitzer method was to target public companies and officials, leak allegations and out-of-context emails to a
compliant press, watch the stock price
fall, threaten a corporate indictment (a
death sentence), and then move in for a
quick settlement kill. There was rarely a
trial, fair or unfair, involved.
On the substance, his court record speaks
for itself. Most of Mr. Spitzer’s high-profile
charges have gone up in smoke. A New York
state judge threw out his case against tax firm
H&R Block. He lost his prosecution against
Bank of America broker Ted Sihpol (whom Mr.
Spitzer threatened to arrest in front of his
child and pregnant wife). Mr. Spitzer was
sto~ed by a federal judge from ~r~ing confi-

berg continues to
~ fight his civil charges.
; The press was four’ square behind Mr.
Spitzer in all these
Cases, and in a better
world they’d share
some of his humiliation.
Instead, .remarkably,
they continue to defend
him. Ms. Masters, his biographer, was on CNN the
day Mr. Spitzer’s prostitution news broke, reassuring viewers that the governor really was a "lovely"
guy. Other news reporters
were reporting what a"tragedy" it was that such a leading light in the Democratic
Party could come to such an
ignoble end.
There’s little that’s tragic
about Mr. Spitzer, unless you
consider his victims (which
would appear to include his own
family). The press would do well to
meditate on that, and consider how
many violations they winked at and validated
over the years. Politicians don’t exist to be idolized by the press, at least not by any press
corps doing its job.

-~o~-~-m~ el~-tO get.involved .t n a prostit u rion tins.
The answer, in my mind~ is clear. The former New
York attorney general never believed normal
rules applied to him, and his view was validated
time and again by an adoring press. ’You play
hard, you play rough, and hopefully you don’t get
caught," said Mr. Spitzer two years ago. He never
did get caught, because most reporters were his
accomplices.

Many reporters built
careers on the prosecutor’s
leaks intended to bully
innocent people.
Journalism has m~ny functions, but perhaps the most important is keeping tabs on
public officials. That duty is even more vital
concerning government positions that are subject to few other checks and balances. Chief
among those is the prosecutor, who can use his
awesome state power to punish, even destroy,
private citizens.
Yet from the start, the press corps acted as an
adjunct of Spitzer power, rather than a skeptic of
it. Many journalists get into this business because they want to see wrongs righted. Mr.
Spitzer portrayed himself as the moral avenger.
He was the slayer of the big guy, the fat cat, the
Wall Street titan--all allegedly on behalf of the little guy. The press ate it up, and came back for
more.
Time magazine bestowed upon Mr. Spitzer

public office) Mr. Spitzer became ~he big guy, T~hanksgiving weekend, Mr.
the titan. He had the power to trample lives and Spitzer quietly disclosed that
bend the rules, while also burnishing his own po- he lacked the evidence to
litical fortune. He was the one who deserved as press criminal charges. That
much, if not more, scrutiny as onetime New York news was buried inside the
Stock Exchange chief Dick Grasso or former papers.
American International G~roup CEO Maurice
What makes this his"Hank" 6reenberg.
tory all the more unfortuWhat makes this more embarrassing for nate is that the warning
any self-respecting journalist is that Mr. signs about Mr. Spitzer
Spitzer knew all this, and played the media like were many and mania Stradivarius. He knew what sort of storyline fest. In the final days of
they’d be sympathetic to, and spun it. He knew, Mr. Spitzer’s run for attoo, that as financial journalism has become torney general in
more competitive, breaking news can make a 1998, the news broke
,
career. He doled out scoops to favored report- that he’d twisted
ers, who repaid him with allegiance. News or- campaign-finance
ganizations that dared to criticize him were laws so that his facut off. After a time, few criticized anymore. ther could fund
Instead, reporters felt obligated to run with his unsuccessful
whatever he handed them. Consider the report 1994 run. Mr.
in the wake of a 9.005 op-ed in this newspaper Spitzer won anyby John Whitehead. A respected Wall Street fig- way, and the
ure, Mr. Whitehead dared to criticize Mr. story was
Spitzer for his unscrupulously zealous pursuit largely forgotberg continues to
of Mr. Greenberg. Mr. Spitzer later threatened ten.
fight his civil charges.
Mr. Whitehead, telling him in a phone call that
The press was fourNew York
"You will pay the price. This is only the begin- Stock Exchange caresquare behind Mr.
ning and you will pay dearly for what you have taker CEO John Reed sugSpitzer in all these
done." Some months later, after more Spitzer gested Mr. Spitzer hadn’t
Cases, and in a better
excesses, Mr. Whitehead had the temerity to told the truth when he said
world they’d share
write another op-ed describing what Mr. that it was Mr. Reed who
some of his humiliation.
Spitzer had said.
wanted him to investigate
Instead, .remarkably,
Within a few days, the press.was reporting Mr. Grasso’s pay. The press
they continue to defend
(unsourced, of course) that Mr. Whitehead had never investigated.
him. Ms. Masters, his bidefended Mr. Greenberg a few weeks after a
Mr. Spitzer’s main offense as
ographer, was on CNN the
Greenberg charity had given $9.5 million to the a prosecutor is that he violated
day Mr. Spitzer’s prostituthe basic rules of fairness and due
tion news broke, reassurprocess: Innocent until proven
ing viewers that the goverguilty; the right to your day in court.
nor really was a "lovely"
The Spitzer method was to target pubguy. Other news reporters
lic companies and officials, leak allegawere reporting what a "trag:
1994 campaign for attorney general from his tions and out-of-context emails to a
edy" it was that such a leadwealthy father.
compliant press, watch the stock price
~ing light in the Democratic
Such chicanery wasn’t an auspicious launch- fall, threaten a corporate indictment (a
Party could come to such an
ing pad for his own investigations of corporate death sentence), and then move in for a
ignoble end.
misbehavior. He certainly did expose some mal- quick settlement kill. There was rarely a
There’s little that’s tragic
feasance and shady dealing. But historian Fred trial, fair or unfair, involved.
about Mr. Spitzer, unless you
Siegel notes that he quickly moved on to "less
On the substance, his court record speaks
consider his victims (which
and less substantial" and appropriate targets
for itself. Most of Mr. Spitzer’s high-profile
would appear to include his own
in search of headlines. And he used New York’s charges have gone up in smoke. A New York
family). The press would do well to
Martin Act, a uniquely harsh law allowing pros- state judge threw out his case against tax firm
meditate on that, and consider how
ecutors to declare almost anything a "fraud," H&R Block. He lost his prosecution against many violations they winked at and validated
and no requirement on their part to prove crim- Bank of America broker Ted Sihpol (whom Mr. over the years. Politicians don’t exist to be idolinal intent, to trample the due-process rights Spitzer threatened to arrest in front Of his ized by the press, at least not by any press
of anyone blocking his path to the TV cameras. child and pregnant wife). Mr. Spitzer was corps doing its job.
Companies almost always agreed to Mr. stopped by a federal judge from prying confiSpitzer’s demands that they pay stiff fines and dential information out of mortgage compaMs. Strassel, who couered Eliot Spitzer’s inueschange the way they operated--all without any nies. Another New York judge blocked the tigations, now writes the Journal’s Potomac
trials or judicial determinations that they had heart of his suit against Mr. Grasso. Mr. Green- Watch column from Washington.
done anything wrong. "It became a kind of
blackmail," Mr. Siegel says, "in which he said to
companies, if you don’t put my friends in high
positions in your company I’ll drag you
Oenerote income ~r retirement
through the mud."
"He was the investigator, the prosecutor, the
judge, the jury and the executioner," says
Thomas Donahue, president of the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce. He notes that Mr. Spitzer would frequently settle with corporate higher-ups, who
were wealthy enough to pay millions in fines, and
then go after their lower-level employees. Those
individuals were often found not guilty at trial-but these courtroom defeats, as Mr. Spitzer
learned from the experience of that other hyperactive prosecutor, Rudy Giuliani, would generate
few headlines.
Mr. Spitzer cloaked his naked devaluation
of the rule of law with gauzy rhetoric that was
perfectly pitched to make many liberals ignore
his strong-arm tactics. He harshly criticized advocates of judicial restraint such as Antonin

Eliot the ’Enforcer’
By John Fund
s the political career of Eliot Spitzer melts
down, many will lament that wlmt tim governor on Monday called his "progressive
politics" fell victim to his personal foibles. If
only he hadn’t made mistakes in his private life,
they will moan, New York could have been redeemed from its squalid, special-interest dominated stagnation.
That’s nonsense. More is at issue here than a
mere private mistake. The governor’s frequent
use of a prostitution ring was of public concern-because, notes Henry Stern, head of the watchdog group New York Civic, "people could easily
have blackmailed him, you can’t have that if
you’re governor."

A

Spitzer’s naked devaluation

of the rule of law was

perfectly pitched
for liberal ears.
True. enough, New York’s dysfunctional and
secretive state government desperately needs
fumigation, with both political parties sharing
in the blame. But Mr. Spitzer’s head-butting approach to redemption--involving the arbitrary use of power and bully-boy tactics--was
no improvement. As for reform, his first budget grew state spending at three times the rate
of inflation, and is a major reason the state
now faces a $4.5 billion deficit. When the governor tried to reform the state’s bloated Medicaid program, the health-care workers’ union
ran a TV campaign against him, and he quickly
caved.

You’ve spent

fou,r decades

of the rule of law was
perfectly pitched
for liberal ears.

blaC~-m~fl~Mr--~. S~gel says, "in which he sa~
companies, if you don’t put my friends in high
positions in your company I’ll drag you
through the mud."
"He was the investigator, the prosecutor, the
judge, the jury and the executioner," says
Thomas Donahue, president of the U.S. Chamber
of Cotnrnerce. He notes that Mr, Spitzer would frequently settle with corporate higher-ups, who
were wealthy enough to pay millions in fines, and
then go after their lower-level emPloyees. Those
individuals were often found not guilty at trial-but these courtroom defeats, as Mr, Spitzer
learned fi’om ti~e experience of that other hyperactive prosecutor, Rudy Giuliani, would generate
few headlines.
Mr. Spitzer cloaked his naked devaluation
of the rule of law with gauzy rhetoric that was
perfectly pitched to make many liberals ignore
his strong-arm tactics. He harshly criticized advocates of judicial restraint such as Antonin
Scalia as believing in "a dead pieca0f paper." In
a Law Day ceremony, Mr. Spitzer was blunt: "I
believe in an evolving Constitution .... A flexible Constitution alIows us to consider not
merely how the world was, but how it ought to
be."

True. enough, New York’s dysfunctional and
secretive state government desperately needs
fumigation, witli both political parties sharing
in the blame. But Mr. Spit zer’s head-butting approach to redemption--involving the arbitrary use of power and bully-boy tactics--was
no improvement. As for reform, his first budget grew state spending at three times the rate
of inflation, and is a major reason the state
now faces a $4.5 billion deficit. When the governor tried to reform the state’s bloated Medicaid program, the health-care workers’ u~ion
ran a TV campaign against him, and he quickly
caved.
Mr. Spitzer seemed to excel only in the zeal
.with which he would go after perceived adversar ~es. Last summer, his staff infamously used the
state police to u’ack the movemenfs of Joe Bruno,.
the Republican president of the state senate, in
an effort to destroy his career. Mr. Spitzer then
ferociously fought investigators who wanted to
e was vague as to just what his Brave New
examine lfis office’s email traffic for evidence the
governor himself may have been involved. His apWorld would look like. "One of the thines
that I enjoy about going to Washington~is
proval rating in New York, a strongly Democratic
the
opportunity
of testifying, chapter after chapstate, fell to 27%.
Despite that wakeup call, months after the ter, that self-regulation has failed," he said to
adding, "What is it to be replaced with?
Bruno incident Mr. Spitzer tailed up a close porters,
ally of New York .City Mayor Micl~ael I’m not sure."
Still, he was pretty sure of his blowtorch tacBloomberg. This source told me that the gover- tics.
In 2005, Mr. Spitzer revealingly told TV
nor asked him to deliver what the ally consid- host Stephen
Colbert in all seriousness that as
ered a threatening and insulting message to a kid he was the "enforcer" on his soccer team,
the mayor. The Bloomberg confidant, who like the guy who "took people out."
many sources commenting on Mr. Spitzer reAn enduring lesson of the Spitzer meltdown
fused to be named, advised the governor to re- should
be that .crusaders of all types who operconsider if that was the message he really
ate
outside
the rule books themselves merit a
wanted to send, but the governor insisted.
gimlet eye of scrutiny. An enduringly popular
No doubt more examples of Mr. Spitzer’s du- symbol in our cultm’e is the man on the white
bious behavior will now find their way into the horse who comes to clean up the town a~d
media. But his career as a prosecutor provided purge it of its errant ways. But in the harsh realplenty of warning signs he was destined re{ ity of politics, for every selfless Lone Ranger
trouble, and each of his political campaigns fea- who arrives on his trusty steed and does good,
tured clear attempts to circumvent campaign- tt~ere are many more budding Napoleons who
finance laws. For example, in 1998 Ma Spitzer harshly impose their will--and fall prey to vices
admitted to the New York Times that he had they pledged to root out.
skirted state election laws_ by failing to disclose a last-minute infusion of cash into his
Mr. Fund is a columnist for WSJ.com.
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